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ABSTRACT

Background: Proteases are one of the largest pharmaceutical targets for drug developments. Their dys-
regulations result in a wide variety of diseases. Because proteolytic networks usually consist of protease
family members that share high structural and catalytic homology, distinguishing them using small molecule
inhibitors is often challenging. To achieve specific inhibition, this study described a novel approach for
the generation of protease inhibitory antibodies. As a proof of concept, we aimed to convert a matrix
metalloproteinase (MMP)-14 specific inhibitor to MMP-9 specific inhibitory antibodies with high selectivity.

Methods: An error-prone single-chain Fv (scFv) library of an MMP-14 inhibitor 3A2 was generated for yeast
surface display. A dual-color competitive FACS was developed for selection on MMP-9 catalytic domain
(cdMMP-9) and counter-selection on cdMMP-14 simultaneously, which were fused/conjugated with different
fluorophores. Isolated MMP-9 inhibitory scFvs were biochemically characterized by inhibition assays on
MMP-2/-9/-12/-14, proteolytic stability tests, inhibition mode determination, competitive ELISA with TIMP-2
(a native inhibitor of MMPs), and paratope mutagenesis assays.

Results: We converted an MMP-14 specific inhibitor 3A2 into a panel of MMP-9 specific inhibitory antibodies
with dramatic selectivity shifts of 690–4,500 folds. Isolated scFvs inhibited cdMMP-9 at nM potency with
high selectivity over MMP-2/-12/-14 and exhibited decent proteolytic stability. Biochemical characterizations
revealed that these scFvs were competitive inhibitors binding to cdMMP-9 near its reaction cleft via their
CDR-H3s.

Conclusions: This study developed a novel approach able to convert the selectivity of inhibitory antibodies
among closely related protease family members. This methodology can be directly applied for mAbs
inhibiting many proteases of biomedical importance.

Statement of Significance: To achieve high selectivity required for therapies, we developed a novel
approach for the generation of protease inhibitory antibodies with nM potency and decent proteolytic
stability. The methodology demonstrated here can be readily applied to many proteases of biomedical
importance.
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INTRODUCTION

Accounting for roughly 2% of human genome, proteases
are important signaling molecules precisely controlling

a wide variety of physiological processes. Consequently,
many diseases are associated with altered protease expres-
sion or substrate proteolysis [1–4]. It has been esti-
mated that 5–10% of all pharmaceutical targets for drug
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developments are proteases [5]. Among 569 human pro-
teases identified, 279 (49%) are extracellular or pericellular
enzymes (121 metalloproteinases, 138 serine, 6 threonine,
5 cysteine, and 9 aspartic proteases), and thus accessible
to therapeutic antibodies [6]. Some well-characterized
druggable proteases include cathepsin B, which promotes
tumor growth, metastasis, and angiogenesis through
its proteolytic cascades [7]; cysteine protease falcipain
1, which is required for malaria to invade host cells
[8, 9]; matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), which cause
wound healing delays due to excessive matrix degradation
[10]; thrombin and factor XIa, whose dysregulated activi-
ties are responsible for blood coagulation [11]; and plasma
kallikrein, whose upregulation due to genetic deficiency
of serpin C1-inhibitor leads to hereditary angioedema
[12]. One therapeutic strategy is to block these abnormal
or pathogenic proteolysis by inhibiting their catalytic
reactions.

Most therapeutic protease inhibitors currently in clinical
use or under developments are chemical compounds
or peptide mimics derived from their substrates [2, 5].
Considering the vast proteolytic landscape and the levels of
protease complexity [3, 13], specificity is highly desired for
any protease inhibition therapy. However, achieving target
specificity can be challenging because proteolytic pathways
often consist of highly homologous family members that
share the same domain folding and catalytic chemistry [14].
The crucial importance of specificity has been highlighted
by the extensive studies on inhibition of MMPs using
zinc-chelating compounds as a strategy for treating cancer
[15, 16]. Although pre-clinical results were promising,
previous attempts focusing on the development of broad-
spectrum chemical compound inhibitors, e.g. hydroxam-
ates, all failed in clinical trials due to lack of efficacy and
severe side effects caused by non-specific inhibition of other
metalloproteinases [17, 18].

Our studies [19–21], consistent with others [22–31], have
demonstrated the feasibility of monoclonal antibodies
(mAbs) to act as highly potent and highly selective
inhibitors of secreted or cell surface proteases. However,
even with recent technology advancements such as epitope
synthetic mimicry [26], competitive phage elution [25],
convex paratope design [19], and epitope-specific FACS
[32], the discovery of protease inhibitory mAbs still
presents a challenge in general. This is largely because the
isolated antibodies need to not only specifically bind, but
also efficiently inhibit the protease of interest. This study
aims to develop a novel approach for the generation of
protease inhibitory antibodies by engineering an active
site inhibitor and steering its selectivity toward a new
target. As a proof of concept, we started with an MMP-14
specific inhibitor single-chain Fv (scFv) 3A2 and changed
its specificity toward MMP-9, which is an important
collagenase associated with maladies such as neuropathic
pain [33]. We hypothesize that affinity maturation using
yeast surface display and competitive FACS can achieve
this selectivity conversion. Our underlying rationale is
that antibody affinity and its selectivity are correlated
[34–36], i.e. perfect shape complementarity and strong
interaction are the factors leading to both high-affinity
binding and high-selectivity inhibition. By incubating 3A2

Figure 1. Scheme for specificity screening by competitive FACS. Random
mutagenesis library of 3A2 scFv was displayed on yeast cell surface and
co-incubated with cdMMP9-sfGFP and cdMMP14-Alexa647, allowing
the isolation of inhibitory antibodies either mono-specific to cdMMP-9
or cdMMP-14 or bi-specific to both.

random mutagenesis library cells with MMP-9 and MMP-
14 conjugated/fused with different fluorophores simultane-
ously, dual-color competitive FACS can in principle isolate
antibodies either mono-specific to MMP-14 or MMP-9
or bi-specific to both (Fig. 1). This study mainly focuses
on mono-specific MMP inhibitors, especially on changing
3A2’s specificity from MMP-14 to MMP-9. The beneficial
effects on enhanced proteolytic stability will also be studied.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3A2 error-prone scFv yeast display

To achieve efficient yeast surface display and FACS, VH
and VL genes of Fab 3A2 were amplified and its scFv
gene was assembled by overlapping polymerase chain
reaction (PCR). Error-prone mutagenesis of 3A2 scFv
was generated using Taq DNA polymerase with 120-μM
dATP, 100-μM dCTP, 360-μM dGTP, 2.5-mM dTTP,
5-μg/mL BSA, 3.28-mM MgCl2, and 0.5-mM MnCl2.
Primers were designed to be 28–30 nt with Tm of 63◦C
and GC contents of 55–60%. The mutation product was
cloned into the yeast display plasmid pCTCon2 and
transformed into Saccharomyces cerevisiae competent
cells. The library size was based on serial dilution. The
mutation rate was determined by Sanger sequencing results
of randomly picked clones. A total of 5 × 109 cells
of the constructed library were cultured on SD/-Trp/-
Ura/penicillin–streptomycin agar plates at 30◦C for 48 h.
Thirty OD600 of cultured cells were inoculated into 600 mL
of SD/-Trp/-Ura and incubated at 30◦C with 250 rpm
shaking for 12 h. Cells were then collected by centrifugation
at 6,000 × g for 2 min, and 8 OD600 cells were further
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cultured for scFv expression in 20-mL yeast nitrogen
base-Trp/-Ura drop-out medium supplemented with 5 mL
of 20% galactose at room temperature with 250 rpm
shaking for 48 h.

FACS

For fluorescence labeling, superfolder GFP (sfGFP) was
cloned at the C-terminal of catalytic domain (cd) of
MMP-9. cdMMP9-sfGFP was periplasmically expressed
in Escherichia coli and purified using an Ni-NTA col-
umn (Qiagen). cdMMP-14 was produced as previously
described [37] and chemically conjugated with Alexa-647
(Invitrogen). Enzymatic activities of both MMPs were
confirmed. In the first round of sorting (R1), 4 OD600
of cultured library cells were incubated with 600 μL of
800-nM cdMMP9-sfGFP in darkness for 1 h. After three
washes with assay buffer (50-mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 150-
mM NaCl, 5-mM CaCl2, 2.0-mM ZnCl2), cells were
suspended in 4-mL assay buffer for FACS. A sample of
the EBY100 host was labeled the same way as the negative
control. Cells were sorted on a BioRad Se3 flow cytometer
equipped with 488/640-nm lasers. Filters FL1 (526/48 nm)
and FL3 (615/25 nm) were used for cdMMP9-sfGFP and
cdMMP14-Alexa647, respectively. The forward and side
scatter voltages were set at 317v and 341v with a threshold
of 5. A triangle gate was used to select the top portion of
GFP positive cells while excluding the clones showing high
Alexa-647 signals. Isolated cells were plated on a SD/-Trp/
-Ura/penicillin–streptomycin agar plate for growth at 30◦C
for 48 h after which the cells were collected in 20% glycerol
SD/-Trp/-Ura media and stored at −80◦C. In R2-R4,
cells covering 10× the library diversity of previous round
were cultured and labeled with preset concentrations of
cdMMP9-sfGFP and cdMMP14-Alexa647. Colonies were
randomly picked after R4 for monoclonal FACS screening,
in which cells were labeled with 400-nM cdMMP9-sfGFP
and 400-nM cdMMP14-Alexa647. Both scanning and
sorting were performed at a rate of 2,000 events/s with
a mild agitation to prevent the cells from settling.

Biochemical characterizations

Plasmids of the isolated clones were extracted using
Zymoprep yeast plasmid kit (Zymo). scFv fragments of
isolated clones and their site-directed mutants were cloned
into pMoPac for E. coli periplasmic expression [38] and
purified by Ni-NTA chromatography. Binding kinetics of
purified scFvs were measured by biolayer interferometry
using BLItz (ForteBio) on streptavidin biosensors coated
with cdMMP-9 which had been previously biotinylated
using EZ-Link Sulfo-NHS-LC biotinylation kit (Thermo
Fisher). The determined kon and koff parameters were
used to calculate the KD values. Inhibition assays were
performed by reacting serially diluted scFvs with 10-
nM cdMMP-9 for 30 min, and the remaining activity
of cdMMP-9 was measured with 1-μM M2350 peptide
substrate (Bachem). The fluorescence was monitored
with excitation and emission wavelengths at 325 and
392 nm using a spectrophotometer (BioTek). The inhi-
bition potency of the scFvs Ki was calculated using

equation KI = IC50/(S/Km + 1) [39]. Inhibition mode
was determined by establishing Lineweaver–Burk plots at
different scFv concentrations. cdMMP-12 mutation was
designed using PROSS algorithm [40] and produced in the
periplasmic space of E. coli for inhibition specificity tests.
Recombinant human MMP-2 was obtained from Anaspec.
The enzymatic activities of both cdMMP-12 and MMP-2
were tested. In competitive ELISA, Maxisorp microplates
(Thermo Scientific) were coated with 4-μg/mL cdMMP-
9 and blocked with skim milk. After washing, the plates
were incubated with scFv at its affinity concentration for
1 h and washed again. 4 μM to 3 nM of the N-terminal
domain of TIMP-2 (nTIMP-2), prepared as previously
described [41], was then added and incubated for 1 h
to compete with the scFv for binding on immobilized
cdMMP-9. Anti-cMyc-HRP was then added to detect
captured scFvs and the signals were developed using TMB
substrate (Thermo Fisher). For in vitro stability tests,
1-μM purified scFvs were incubated with 1-μM cdMMP-
9 in assay buffer at 37◦C for 3 or 12 h. Densitometric
analysis of scFv bands (30 kDa) on SDS-PAGE was
performed using Image Lab (Bio-Rad). To reduce errors
from variations in staining and destaining, gel background
for each band was quantified and subtracted.

RESULTS

MMP homology analysis

The objective of this study is to test the feasibility of
converting the inhibition selectivity of an antibody between
closely related protease family members. As a proof of
concept, we aimed to generate MMP-9 specific inhibitory
antibodies by engineering an MMP-14 inhibitor. As zinc-
dependent endopeptidases, catalytic domains of human
MMPs possess a homologous protein folding with highly
conserved secondary structures (Fig. 2A). Amino acid
sequence comparison of cdMMP-2/-9/-12/-14 reveals that
they share 47–60% identity and 56–67% similarity (Table
S1). The major structural differences occur in the loop
regions, while the variations in surface charge and topology
around their well-pronounced catalytic clefts are relatively
subtle (Fig. 2B). Encouraged by the exclusive specificity
usually offered by mAbs, we hypothesized that mAb
inhibitors can distinguish between closely related MMP
family members with high selectivity.

3A2 scFv surface display and mutagenesis library
construction

MMP-14 specific inhibitory Fabs were previously isolated
from synthetic antibody libraries [19]. Particularly, Fab 3A2
exhibited single digit nM affinity/potency toward cdMMP-
14 without significant inhibitory functions on other MMPs
at μM concentrations. To convert the inhibitory selectivity
of 3A2 using dual-color competitive FACS, scFv antibody
fragment was chosen because this well-documented format
has been very successful for yeast surface display [42]. The
gene of scFv 3A2 (VH-GS linker-VL) was assembled and
fused to the C-terminus of the a-agglutinin mating protein
Aga2p subunit, and the fusion protein was expressed

https://academic.oup.com/anther/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/anther/tby008#supplementary-data
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Figure 2. Superimpose of catalytic domains of MMP-2 (purple, 1QIB), -9 (green, 1GKD), -12 (orange, 1JK3) and -14 (red, 1BQQ) shown as (A) cartoon
and (B) surface charge. cdMMPs share highly conserved overall protein folding, secondary structure backbones and catalytic zinc (yellow sphere). The
catalytic clefts are well pronounced with subtle differences on surface topology and charges. Extruded Phe260 on cdMMP-14 and relatively flat Met422
on cdMMP-9 are circled.

in S. cerevisiae EBY100. Surface display of scFv 3A2
wt was examined by FACS after cells were concurrently
incubated with 400-nM cdMMP9-superfolderGFP (sfGFP,
[43]) fusion protein and 400-nM cdMMP14 conjugated
with Alexa-647. FACS results indicated that the cells
expressing Aga2p-3A2 showed a mean fluorescence signal
of 97 on cdMMP14-Alexa647 (Fig. 3), significantly higher
than that of host cells EBY100 without scFv expression
(mean = 4.2), suggesting successful display of active scFv
3A2 on yeast cell surface. In addition, the fluorescence
signals on cdMMP9-sfGFP showed no difference between
3A2 or the host, indicating that 3A2 was selective without
cross reaction with cdMMP-9, consistent with our previous
observations [19].

Cloning error-prone mutagenesis product of scFv 3A2
gene into the yeast surface display vector resulted in
4.5 × 108 E. coli colonies. DNA sequencing 20 randomly
picked clones indicated 5.2 mutations on average per gene
across the entire scFv sequence, equivalent to a 1.9%
mutation rate. Transforming EBY100 competent cells with
scFv 3A2 mutagenesis plasmids generated a library with
a size of 2 × 107 mutants. Library cells were cultured and
induced with 4% galactose for scFv expression then stained
with 400-nM cdMMP9-sfGFP and 400-nM cdMMP14-
Alexa647. FACS analysis revealed that the histogram of
fluorescence signal associated with MMP-9 was widened
with a mean of 22 (Fig. 3). This value was higher than that
of host cells or the cells displaying scFv 3A2 (stained in
the same manner), implying that the constructed library
had the potential to isolate clones with high affinities on
cdMMP-9.

Competitive FACS for cdMMP-9 positive clones

To isolate scFvs specific to cdMMP-9 without cross
reaction with cdMMP-14, library cells were labeled
with various concentrations of cdMMP9-sfGFP and

cdMMP14-Alexa647 and sorted for cdMMP-9high and
cdMMP-14low clones by four rounds of FACS. Considering
that wt 3A2 scFv weakly bound to cdMMP-9 with an
affinity >5 μM, in the first round of sorting, 30 million
scFv library cells were incubated with a high concentration
of cdMMP9-sfGFP at 800 nM for 1 h and the top
5% (1.5 × 106 cells) of GFP-positive cells were selected
to recover any cdMMP-9 binders. In R2, to achieve
selectivity, competitive incubation was introduced by
labeling library cells with 800-nM cdMMP9-sfGFP and
800-nM cdMMP14-Alexa647 simultaneously. A total of
20 million cells were sorted, and on FACS 2-D histogram,
a triangle gate was set to select the top 1% (2 × 105 cells)
of cdMMP9-sfGFP positive cells while excluding the ones
with a high cdMMP14-Alexa647 signal. To isolate scFv
clones with improved binding affinity and selectivity, in
R3 and R4, more stringent concentrations of cdMMP9-
sfGFP were used at 400 nM and 200 nM, respectively,
while maintaining the competitor cdMMP14-Alexa647
concentration at 800 nM. A total of 20 and 10 million cells
were sorted in R3 and R4 with the selection gates tightened
to be 1% and 0.5% of cdMMP9-sfGFPhigh and cdMMP9-
Alexa647low population, resulting in 2 × 105 and 5 × 104

cells collected from R3 and R4, respectively. FACS analysis
on the post-sort populations for each round (stained
with 400-nM cdMMP9-sfGFP and 400-nM cdMMP14-
Alexa647) revealed that the fluorescence signals associated
with cdMMP-9 were gradually and significantly shifted
from a mean of 22 in the error-prone library to 36 after R1,
84 after R2, 423 after R3 and finally reaching 1,063 after
R4 (Fig. 3). The cdMMP-9 signal of R4 was dramatically
higher than that of 3A2 wt or the library, suggesting FACS
indeed enriched MMP-9 binders. Furthermore, the mean
fluorescence on cdMMP14-Alexa647 decreased from 20
in the error-prone library to a background level of ∼5
in R2–R4. These values were significantly less than the
one associated with 3A2 (mean = 97), indicating that the
competitive FACS successfully removed MMP-14 binders.
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Figure 3. FACS analysis of cell populations before and after each round of
sorting. For each sample, cells were stained with 400-nM cdMMP9-sfGFP
and 400-nM cdMMP14-Alexa647. Cells displaying scFv 3A2 wt and host
cells without scFv display were included as controls.

Monoclonal screening and identifying MMP-9 specific
scFvs

After four rounds of screening, 20 randomly picked scFv
clones were analyzed by monoclonal FACS. Their Q4
percentages, corresponding to cdMMP9-sfGFP positive
cdMMP14-Alexa647 negative, were used to select the
clones for further characterizations. Out of this pool of
20 candidates, 6 scFvs had a Q4 percentage greater than
90%, 13 were between 80% and 90% and the last clone
had a Q4 percentage of 72%. As comparison, 3A2 and the
error-prone library had Q4 percentages of 0.6% and 2.7%,
respectively. More specifically, scFv clone 9C1 showed
the highest cdMMP9-sfGFP fluorescence signal mean at
1,121, with other five clones (9C4, 9C10, 9C12, 9C17, and
9C20) showing signal means in the range of 500–900 (Fig.
S1). These values were dramatically greater than that of
3A2 at 4.3. Furthermore, these six selected clones had
their fluorescence signal means on cdMMP14-Alexa647
reduced from 97 of 3A2 to a background level of 4.4–6.5.

Collectively, monoclonal FACS analysis indicated a clear
shift of binding specificity from cdMMP-14 to cdMMP-9
for the isolated clones.

Genes of these six scFv clones were recovered for DNA
sequencing. Results revealed that all of them were unique
with most mutations scattered throughout scFv genes. As
their specific mutations shown in Table 1, 9C1, 9C10, 9C12,
9C17, and 9C20 scFvs each had 2–4 amino acid mutations
on their VH and VL. 9C4 was an exception, and had 12
mutations, with 5 single-site mutations and a continual
mutation at CDR-H3 from L100iVATPYGR100p to RSR-
PRTGG. DNA sequence analysis revealed this octapep-
tide mutation was caused by a frameshift given by single
nucleotide deletion in the middle of CDR-H3. A single
nucleotide addition was also found close to the C-terminal
of CDR-H3, to bring the open reading frame back.

MMP-9 inhibitory scFvs with high selectivity and stability

Isolated scFvs were sub-cloned into E. coli periplasmic
expression vectors for production. Purified scFvs were
tested for their binding affinities on cdMMP-9. As data
shown in Table 1, 9C1 exhibited a KD value of 29 nM
(kon = 1.3 × 105 M−1 s−1, koff = 3.9 × 10−3 s−1), 9C10 had a
KD of 34 nM (kon = 1.4 × 105 M−1 s−1, koff = 4.8 × 10−3 s−1)
and 9C17 had a KD of 24 nM (kon = 4.2 × 105 M−1 s−1,
koff = 1.0 × 10−2 s−1), with the other three scFvs showing
KD between 54 and 130 nM. As expected, 3A2 scFv bound
to cdMMP-9 very weakly with a KD estimated larger than
5 μM. Next, the selectivity of isolated scFvs on cdMMP-
9 over a panel of cdMMPs (-2/-12/-14) was tested by
FRET inhibition assays using a general MMP substrate.
In contrast to 3A2 showing its inhibition selectivity
toward cdMMP-14, five isolated scFv mutants (9C1, 9C4,
9C10, 9C17, and 9C20) strongly preferred cdMMP-9 over
cdMMP-2/-12/-14 (Fig. 4). The only exception was 9C12,
which bi-specifically inhibited both cdMMP-9 and -12
with a similar strength. However, 9C12 exhibited a much
steeper sigmoidal dose-response curve on cdMMP-9 than
cdMMP-12, with calculated Hill coefficients of 2.5 and 1.0,
respectively, suggesting a positively cooperative binding
between 9C12 and cdMMP-9.

Inhibition potency KIs were further calculated for quan-
titative comparisons (Table 1). For instance, 9C1 inhibited
cdMMP-9 with a KI of 120 nM, which was 22-fold stronger
than its KI on cdMMP-14 (2.6 μM). Taking KIs of 3A2
on cdMMP-9/-14 (4.6 μM vs 40 nM) into account, our
study flipped the inhibition selectivity on cdMMP-9 over
-14 from 3A2’s 1:155 to 9C1’s 22:1, equivalent to a
selectivity change of 2,500-folds. The other five isolated
scFv mutants, compared to 3A2 scFv, also showed dramatic
selectivity shifts of 690–4,500 folds from cdMMP-14 to
cdMMP-9. Furthermore, although only cdMMP-14 was
used for the counter-selection during our FACS, isolated
scFvs also exhibited strong selectivity over cdMMP-2/-12,
which were not used during screening. Taking cdMMP-
2, a gelatinase sharing a high degree of homology with
cdMMP-9 (Fig. 2, Table S1) as an example, isolated scFvs
showed KIs of 1.2–4.4 μM, which were in average 19-folds
weaker than their KIs on cdMMP-9. The bi-specificity of
9C12 on cdMMP-9 and -12 was confirmed by quantitative

https://academic.oup.com/anther/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/anther/tby008#supplementary-data
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Table 1. Identifying cdMMP-9 specific scFvs and their binding affinities, inhibition potencies and stabilities

scFv

Mutations
Affinity

KD (nM)
Inhibition potency KI (nM) Stability—%

remaining
after 12 h w/
1-μM
cdMMP-9

VH VL cdMMP-9 cdMMP-2 cdMMP-9 cdMMP-12 cdMMP-14
Ratio

-2 : -9 : -12 : -14

3A2 - - >5,000 2,600 4,600 2,100 40 65 : 115 : 53 : 1 Not
determined

9C1 A100kV M4V 29 1,600 120 1,300 2,600 13 : 1 : 11 : 22 70

9C4

W36R/I69K/
N76D/L97P/
L100iVATPYGR->
RSRPRTGGG

I21N 54 1,200 170 1,600 2,000 7 : 1 : 9 : 12 78

9C10
V37M/I51F/
S70G

F83S 34 3,700 100 1,300 1,600 37 : 1 : 13 : 16 96

9C12 M100sI I75F/P94L 78 1,500 91 94 1,500 16 : 1 : 1 : 16 92

9C17 V63D A51T 24 3,300 150 3,400 870 22 : 1 : 23 : 6 96

9C20
F27I/Y56H/
W100eR

- 126 4,400 220 4,400 8,500 20 : 1 : 20 : 39 98

Figure 4. Inhibition of isolated scFvs on cdMMP-2/-9/-12/-14. The scFvs were serially diluted and reacted with 10-nM individual cdMMP and
1-μM M2350, an MMP general FRET peptide substrate. 3A2 scFv was tested as control.

analysis showing KIs of 91 and 94 nM, respectively.
Notably, 9C12 still retains its selectivity on cdMMP-9 over
cdMMP-14 at a ratio of 23:1.

As standard mechanism biologic inhibitors of proteases
tend to be slowly cleaved by the targeted proteases
[44], proteolytic resistance is a desired pharmaceutical
property of inhibitory antibodies. During FACS prepa-
ration and sorting, library cells were incubated with
cdMMP9-sfGFP for extended periods of time. This
treatment should bias the selection towards proteolytic
resistant clones, as the vulnerable scFvs were cleaved
by cdMMP-9 and the generated scFv truncations likely
lost their binding affinities, which could be efficiently
removed by FACS. To validate the stability of iso-
lated clones, 1-μM purified scFvs were incubated with

1-μM cdMMP-9 at pH 7.5 37◦C. After 3 and 12 h, samples
were subjected to SDS-PAGE (Fig. S2). As densitometric
analysis results shown in Fig. S3, on average only 2% of the
scFvs were degraded after incubation for 3 h. And after 12-
h incubation, 70% intact 9C1, 79% 9C4, and 92–99% of the
other four scFvs remained, indicating a decent proteolytic
stability.

Inhibition mechanism of MMP-9 specific scFv inhibitors

To understand their inhibition mechanism, kinetics of
cdMMP-9 were measured in the presence of purified scFvs
at different concentrations. As Lineweaver–Burke plots
with scFv 9C1 show in Fig. 5A, when 9C1 concentration
increased from 125 nM to 500 nM, the Km significantly

https://academic.oup.com/anther/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/anther/tby008#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/anther/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/anther/tby008#supplementary-data
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Figure 5. Inhibition mechanism of 9C1. (A) Lineweaver–Burke plots of
cdMMP-9 in the presence of 125-, 250- and 500-nM scFv were developed.
(B) Competitive ELISA with nTIMP-2.

increased from 1.8 μM to 7.7 μM, while Vmax remained
unchanged (inset table of Fig. 5A), suggesting that 9C1
behaved as a classical competitive inhibitor. Similar assays
were applied to the other five scFvs, and their results
of unaltered Vmax with increased Km at increasing scFv
concentrations indicated a competitive inhibition mode for
all scFvs (Fig. S4A). To understand the binding landscape
of these scFv competitive inhibitors, we performed
competitive ELISA with N-terminal domain of TIMP-2.
As the native inhibitor of MMP and ADAM family met-
alloproteinases, nTIMP-2 achieves its inhibitory function
by directly binding to the active site in a manner similar
to that of substrates. In the competitive ELISA, mixtures
of a fixed amount of scFv with various concentrations of
nTIMP-2 were incubated on a cdMMP-9 coated surface,
then the scFvs captured by the immobilized cdMMP-9
were detected. As the sigmoidal curve shows in Fig. 5B,
high concentrations of nTIMP-2 displaced scFv 9C1 on
binding to cdMMP-9. Presumably, it suggested that the
epitope of 9C1 was at least partially overlapped with
that of nTIMP-2 and 9C1 directly targeted the substrate-
binding cleft. Analysis of the other five scFvs indicated
a similar competitive nature with nTIMP-2 on binding to
cdMMP-9 (Fig. S4B). Notably, the behavior of competitive
inhibition was also the characteristic of 3A2 wt [19],
implying that altering the inhibition selectivity among
protease family members by affinity maturation may retain
the action mode of inhibition. Nevertheless, alternative
possibilities of inhibitor induced conformational changes
also exist. To fully distinguish whether these competitive
inhibitors directly targeted the substrate-binding cleft or
allosterically acted on an exosite, further investigations by
epitope mapping and antibody-MMP complex structure
determinations are needed.

Out of the six isolated cdMMP-9 specific scFvs, 9C1,
9C4, 9C12 and 9C20 had mutations within their CDR-
H3s. We hypothesized that these CDR-H3 mutations pro-
vided the key interactions responsible for their switched
inhibition selectivity toward cdMMP-9 over cdMMP-14.
To test this hypothesis, we performed site-directed muta-
genesis on paratopes of these four scFvs, by changing their
CDR-H3 mutations back to the residues of 3A2 wt, and
compared their inhibition activities, at 500 nM scFv, on
10 nM cdMMP-9 or cdMMP-14. Unlike 9C1 scFv that
showed selective inhibition toward cdMMP-9 (98% inhibi-
tion) over cdMMP-14 (10% inhibition), its reverse mutant
9C1 V100kA reduced its inhibitory activity on cdMMP-9
to 8% while regaining its inhibition on cdMMP-14 to 95%

Figure 6. Paratope mutation studies of 9C1, 9C4, 9C12 and 9C20. The
mutations in CDR-H3s were changed back to the amino acids of 3A2, and
their inhibitory activities were tested. 500-nM scFvs and 10-nM cdMMP-
9/-14 were used. Results were compared with inhibitory activities of 9C1,
9C4, 9C12 and 9C20 under the same assay conditions.

(Fig. 6). These results, together with the observation that
A100kV is the only mutation on 9C1 VH domain, suggested
that 100k was a critical position for determining selectiv-
ity—Val at 100k led to binding/inhibition of cdMMP-9
while Ala at 100k led to cdMMP-14.

Surface modeling shows that the extruded F260 residue
on cdMMP-14 versus the relatively flat M422 on cdMMP-
9 is a major discrepancy between these cdMMPs within
their active clefts (Fig. 1B). Presumably, this 100k position
on 9C1 could directly interact with F260/M422 side chains
on cdMMP-14/-9. 9C1’s Val100k could introduce spatial
constraints with cdMMP-14’s F260, while occupying the
vacancy cdMMP-9’s M422 leaves. Similarly, 9C4, 9C12,
and 9C20 paratope reverse mutants showed inhibition
reduction toward cdMMP-9 with restoration of their
inhibition activity on cdMMP-14, however to different
degrees. For example, 9C12 I100sM only restored 50%
inhibition on cdMMP-14, suggesting that other mutated
residues on 9C12 also contributed to the selectivity switch.
Collectively, enzyme kinetics, competitive ELISA, and
paratope mutagenesis studies suggested that isolated
MMP-9 specific scFvs were competitive inhibitors having
epitope overlapped with TIMP-2 and their key residues
in the CDR-H3 region significantly contributed to their
inhibition selectivity.

Affinity and selectivity matured cdMMP-14 specific scFvs

After three rounds of FACS with selection on cdMMP14-
Alexa647 and counter-selection on cdMMP9-sfGFP,
three unique scFv clones with MMP-14 specificity were
identified (Table S2). On monoclonal FACS, clones
14C4, 14C5, and 14C10 showed 5.3–6.6-fold increases
of fluorescence signals on cdMMP14-Alexa647 com-
pared to that of 3A2, while retaining low signals on
cdMMP9-sfGFP at the background level. BLItz anal-
ysis on cdMMP-14 revealed enhanced affinity (KD)
compared to 3A2 scFv’s at 25 nM: 14C4 at 5.9 nM
(kon = 4.4 × 106 M−1 s−1, koff = 2.6 × 10−2 s−1), 14C5
at 1.9 nM (kon = 2.2 × 107 M−1 s−1, koff = 4.2 × 10−2 s−1),
and 14C10 at 2.2 nM (kon = 9.8 × 106 M−1 s−1, koff = 2.2

https://academic.oup.com/anther/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/anther/tby008#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/anther/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/anther/tby008#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/anther/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/anther/tby008#supplementary-data
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× 10−2 s−1). Inhibition potency on cdMMP-14 was also
improved to 6.1–23 nM from 39 nM of 3A2. Similarly to
3A2, isolated scFvs exhibited weak inhibition on cdMMP-9
even at 1-μM scFv concentration. In vitro stability tests
by incubating 1-μM scFv with 1-μM cdMMP-14 at 37◦C
pH 7.5 for 12 h indicated that isolated mutants had
82–95% intact scFv remaining, in contrast with 3A2 wt,
which showed 96% degradation, suggesting significant
improvements on proteolytic stability (Fig. S5).

DISCUSSION
At least 23 MMP family members have been identi-
fied in the human genome. Although different in their
domain arrangements and substrate preferences, the
catalytic subunits of all MMPs share high degrees of
sequence similarity and protein folding. Many MMPs
play important, albeit frequently paradoxical, roles in
multiple pathologies including cancer [45], neuropathic
pain [33], chronic wounds [46], cardiovascular alterations
[47] and infectious diseases [48]. MMPs together with their
native regulatory inhibitors (TIMP1–4) and associated
substrates form a complicated proteolytic network. It is an
urgent need to develop selective and efficient inhibitors of
individual MMPs for both disease therapies and biomedical
research. In fact, the lack of highly specific inhibitors is a
major hurdle for understanding proteolytic degradome.
For instance, during tumor progression, it remains rather
elusive when, where and how much certain MMPs exhibit
their proteolytic activities. Using MMP-specific mAbs and
their dye/radioisotope conjugations as imaging probes
will enable us to narrow down the location and the time
frame of particular proteolytic action. Specifically blocking
individual MMP by inhibitory mAbs will further advance
our understandings on the molecular mechanisms by which
diseases develop, e.g. how cancer cells migrate through
extracellular matrix. One application is to identify the
dominate proteases present in tumor microenvironments
for the development of prodrug therapeutics, which are
activated by the proteolytic cleavage of certain protease(s).

Current methods for protease inhibitory mAb discovery
usually start with the isolation of target-specific binders,
followed by functional screening to identify inhibitors.
However, isolated mAbs, which specifically bind, do not
necessarily function as inhibitors. Recent developments
on antigen mimicry design [26], antibody library cus-
tomization [19], and functional selections [20] have greatly
advanced the field. This study developed a novel and
complementary approach able to switch the inhibition
selectivity among closely related protease family members.
More specifically, such selectivity change was achieved
by performing FACS selection and counter-selection
simultaneously, a similar method has been recently applied
for engineering MMP-specific TIMPs [49]. As proof of
concept, we converted an MMP-14 inhibitor to a panel
of MMP-9 inhibitors with 690–4,500-fold selectivity shift.
Notably, the first round sorting without depletion of
MMP-14 positive cells generated two cell populations on
cdMMP14-Alexa647 spectrum: a major peak at 4.2 and
a minor peak at 18 (Fig. 3), suggesting there could be a
small fraction of cells binding both MMP-14 and MMP-9.

Therefore, this method can be applied to generate not only
monospecific inhibitors to single MMPs but also inhibitors
with bi- or oligo-specificity. During FACS, antibody library
cells were incubated with MMP(s) for extensive periods of
time. As a result, all the isolated antibody mutants exhibited
excellent proteolytic stability (Figs S2, S3, S5).

The mAbs inhibiting numerous biomedically important
proteases, such as MT-SP1 (membrane type serine pro-
tease) [27], plasma kallikrein [28], factor Xa [29], BACE-
1 (beta-secretase 1) [31] etc, have been identified. Because
most of these proteases are present in families, the method
described here can be applied to convert these isolated
inhibitory mAbs to inhibit other members of the associated
families. In summary, the advantages of this study over
current methods of protease inhibitory antibody include
(1) its straightforwardness without immunization or phage
panning; (2) high proteolytic stability of isolated clones;
(3) potential to generate mono-, bi-, and oligo-specific
inhibitors; (4) its quantitative and high-throughput nature;
and (5) other than applications for mAb inhibitors target-
ing MMPs, we believe the methodology demonstrated here
can be particularly useful for the generation of inhibitory
mAbs targeting many other proteases of biomedical impor-
tance.
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